[A study on the features and influences of first physiology translation Ti Yong Shizhang].
In 1884, Kong Qinggao translated Huxley's Lessons in Elementary Physiology into a Chinese version, namely Ti Yong Shizhang. The book, with John Kerr Proofreading, turns out to be the first modern physiologic textbookin Chinese. Even so, this translation has long been ignored by researchers in the history of physiology and with no systematical introduction.The Chinese version was basically true to the western original featuring comprehensive knowledge and profound theories, with only a few pieces of content deleted and minimal order adjusted. The printing of 85 illustrations was as much refined as the original ones. The newly coined physiological terms in Chinese version had a certain impact at the time. As the first physiologic textbook to cultivate the earliest modern physicians, its copies were spread in the intellectual community. Conclusively, Ti Yong Shizhang played a significant role in the spread of Western physiology in China.